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Abstract
In this workwe show the firstmicrodosimetrymeasurements on a low energy proton beamwith
therapeutic-equivalent fluence rates by using the second generation of 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors.
The sensors belong to an improved version of a novel silicon-based 3D-microdetector designwith
electrodes etched inside silicon, whichweremanufactured at theNationalMicroelectronics Centre
(IMB-CNM,CSIC) in Spain. A newmicrotechnology has been employed using quasi-toroid
electrodes of 25μmdiameter and a depth of 20μmwithin the silicon bulk, resulting in awell-defined
cylindrical radiation sensitive volume. These detectors were tested at the 18MeVproton beamline of
the cyclotron at theNational Accelerator Centre (CNA, Spain). Theywere assembled into an in-house
low-noise readout electronics to assess their performance at a therapeutic-equivalent fluence rate.
Microdosimetry spectra of lineal energy were recorded at several proton energies starting from
18MeVby adding 50μmthick tungsten foils gradually at the exit-window of the cyclotron external
beamline, which corresponds to different depths along the Bragg curve. The experimental yF values in
silicon cover from (5.7±0.9) to (8.5±0.4) keVμm−1 in the entrance to (27.4±2.3) keVμm−1 in
the distal edge. Pulse height energy spectrawere crosscheckedwithMonteCarlo simulations and an
excellent agreement was obtained. This work demonstrates the capability of the second generation
3D-microdetectors to assess accuratemicrodosimetric distributions atfluence rates as high as those
used in clinical centers in proton therapy.

1. Introduction

Proton therapy (PT) achieves very high dose conformity around the target, allowing a better protection of
healthy surrounding organs at risk (SchardtD et al 2010). PT is includedwithin the category of hadron beam
therapy that allows the use of proton and heavier ions to improve the therapeutic indexwith respect to
conventional photon radiotherapy (RT). Hadrons aremore advantageouswith respect to conventional RT
mainly due to: (a) the physical depth-dose distribution that they deliver has a smaller dose in the entrance in
tissue comparedwith conventional RT, but depositing a larger amount at the end of their ranges (Bragg peak)
with a sharp fall-off at the distal edge; (b) the higher energy deposited in the center of their tracks generates a
ionization density with a spatial distribution that produces amore complex cellular lesion that, in turn,may lead
to non-reparable cellular damage along time (Paganetti 2010). This property is accounted for in terms of the
relative biological effectiveness (RBE), which is defined as the ratio between the dose required to achieve a given
biological effect with a reference beamquality,mostly 250 kV x-ray or 60Co gamma rays, and that to achieve the
same effect with other radiation quality (IAEA 2008). RBE value depends on the type of hadron and linear energy
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transfer (LET), among other parameters, and itmust bewell characterized for correcting RT treatment plans.
The higher the LET, the larger the hadronRBE.While in conventional RT the biological effect of radiation used
is considered constant throughout the treatment volume, in higher-LET particle therapy the radiobiological
effect depends strongly on the LET. For this reason, LET is a required input for the radiobiological optimization
of hadron treatment plans. Therefore, to quantify the radiobiological effect, it is necessary to evaluate stochastic
physical parameters such as the lineal energy (y), which is themicroscopic quantity equivalent to the
macroscopic LET. An under/overestimation of the real RBE could lead to induced toxicity in normal tissues or
deliver an underdose of the target respectively. The calculation of biological dose distributions with RBE
needs the characterization of the beamquality bymeans of the lineal energy distributions with precise
microdosimeters of high spatial resolution, as the proposed herein. Itmust also include the corresponding radio
sensibilities of the irradiated tissues. Themicrodosimetry data can be implemented in thewell-established
models that are currently used for clinical treatments, e.g. the local effectmodel (LEM) ormicrodosimetric-
kineticmodel (MKM) (Kase et al 2008), to calculate the associated RBE. Then, both physical and biological
optimization can be carried out (i) removing high-LET spots from critical structures, (ii) focalizing high-LET
regions into the target, and (iii) assessing the potential biological impact of the proton treatment plan on the
target and surrounding normal tissue. It would allow us to guide beam arrangements to enhance therapeutic
ratios andminimize dose excesses due to physical uncertainties. In particular, clinical implementation of RBE
mitigations in the distal edge requires LET-based optimization. It can be performed by using LET-painting
(Niels Bassler et al 2010), i.e. redistributing the LET by treatment plan optimization andmaximizing LET in the
target volume. LET-painting has demonstrated an increase of the tumor control probability in hypoxic tumors
(Niels Bassler et al 2014). Likewise, Guan et al (2018) have recently proposed a biological effectmodel based on
the dose-averaged LET into dose optimization algorithms for scanned protons. In this line, Gutierrez et al (2019)
have evaluated the impact of LET/RBEmodeling on base-of-skull and paediatric proton plans, showing that
variable RBE-weighted doses predictedmore hotspots.

An idealmicrodosimeter should have a small radiation sensitive volume (SV) to yieldmicrodosimetric
quantities able to describe the biological damage in the cell content. Itmeans that the SV should be designedwith
awell-defined cylindrical volume (Kellerer 1985, Rossi andZaider 1996) containing the full charge collection,
without charge sharing between adjacent electrodes. Regarding these features, gas-filled tissue equivalent
proportional counters (TEPC)have been traditionally the gold-standard sensors inmicrodosimetry (Int
ICRU1983, Rossi andZaider 1996). However, TEPCs have some disadvantages, e.g.wall effects, high voltage bias
(kV), gas supply requirements, and particularly theywork only in conditions of low irradiation fluence rates.
Newmini-TEPCs have improved their performance in the last years (Bianchi et al 2020). Albeit, they are still
point-like and suffer pile-up effects under therapeutic fluence rates. These characteristicsmake them infeasible
for daily clinicalmeasurements. In contrast, silicon-based radiation detectorsmay overcome these
disadvantages since they do not require gas supply,maywork at low voltages, have fast response and high spatial
resolution, and can be constructed inwall-lessmicrometer sizes. They have other limitations although, e.g. they
are notwater equivalent, their performance can deteriorate due to radiation damage over time, and their
detection limit (as a function of their size)may be jeopardized by the electronic noise of the corresponding
readout electronics (Prieto-Pena et al 2020). Even though, behind appropriate tissue-correction, they have
contributed significantly to themicrodosimetry verification in the last years. On the one hand, Rosenfeld (Univ.
ofWollongong) and collaborators have created several different generations of them. Thefirst four generations
ofmicrodetectors that they proposed aremainly based on either planar PN junctions with implantations on the
front-face, or with those junctions with their silicon boundaries etched to avoid charge collection sharing
(Bradley 2000, Rosenfeld 2016). They have been tested in PT successfully (Anderson et al 2017). In the last 5th
generation, a similar configuration to our proposed 3D-cylindricalmicrostructures (detailed below) has been
recreated in a clean-room facility inNorway in 2018 and tested in carbon ions (Tran et al 2018) and in low energy
proton in 2020 (Samnøy et al 2020). In that structure, the SVs are separated into odd and even arrays and thus the
signal is read jointly, which deteriorates the spatial resolution. Recently its performance has been comparedwith
amini-TEPC in a 62MeV therapeuticmodulated proton beam (Conte et al 2020). Although they found some
discrepancies in themicrodosimetry spectra, their RBE assessments led to consistent results. On the other hand,
in Europe, (Bianchi et al 2020) has proposed a telescope detector with amatrix of pixels (2μmin thickness)
coupledwith a deeper stage (about 500μm in thickness) based on the previous design of the same group
(Agosteo et al 2010).

In response to these issues, we aimed at creating,first, an ultra-thin 3Dmicrodetector (Guardiola et al
2012, 2013, Gómez et al 2016) based on the 3D-architecture proposed by Parker et al (1997) and, secondly, a new
3D-cylindrical design (Guardiola et al 2015a)with sizes as those of cellular nuclei. Both architectures reduce the
loss of charge carriers due to trapping effects, the charge collection time, and the voltage for full depletion,
compared to planar silicon detectors (Guardiola et al 2020). Particularly, the last architecture with electrodes
into the silicon bulk and verywell delimited SV improves those features andmimics the shapes and sizes similar
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than those ofmammalian cells, whose diameters cover from10 to 100μm. From the best of our knowledge,
there are not 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors excepting thosemanufactured in theNational Centre of
Microelectronics (IMB-CNM,CSIC, Spain) specifically formicrodosimetry (Guardiola et al 2015b, Fleta et al
2015, Prieto-Pena et al 2019a, 2020). The feasibility of thefirst 3D-cylindrical generation asmicrodosimeters has
been recently demonstrated in a clinical carbon beam at the synchrotron of the FondazioneCentroNazionale di
AdronterapiaOncologica (CNAO, Italy) (Prieto-Pena et al 2019a).

While LET is calculated over the average energy deposited in large SV sizes, its equivalentmicroscopic
quantity, the lineal energy (y), has a stochastic nature. Thus, estimates of LET can be based on lineal energy
distribution probabilities. Lineal energy is calculated as the ratio between the energy deposited (ε) by particles
impingingwithin the SV divided by themean chord length, l̄ , of it (Int ICRU1983):

( )e
=y

l
. 1

The lineal energy valuesmust be adjusted by two correction factors, namely (i) the charge collection
efficiency (CCE) and (ii) the tissue equivalence, i.e. silicon towater conversion. Once the energy spectrum is
obtained during themeasurements, it is possible to generate the probability distribution of the lineal energy, f(y).
This is themicrodosimetric quantity that allows for the RBE estimation that can be used for improving
treatment planning systems. Once that the probability distribution f (y) is known, thefirstmoment of it
( frequencymean lineal energy), yF , can be calculated as:

( ) ( )ò=y yf y dy. 2F

Likewise, the doseweighted distribution, ormicrodosimetric dose distribution,may be expressed as a
function of the lineal energy as:

( ) ( ) ( )=d y
yf y

y
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F

Themean value of this distribution is denoted by the dose-mean lineal energy, yD, which is calculated as:

( ) ( ) ( )ò ò= =y
y

y f y dy yd y dy
1

. 4D
F

2

It represents better the damage to cells than the yF since events with higher values of y are associated to higher
efficiency of the radiation to produce biological damage. Further details about how to obtain the
microdosimetry distributions can be found elsewhere (Kellerer 1985, Rossi andZaider 1996).

In treatment planning, the product of the RBE and the physical dose is used to calculate the biological or
RBE-weighted dose that considers not only the amount of radiation delivered to the target, but alsomany
biological factors. For example, RBE can be calculated based on theMKM (Hawkins 2003), LEM (Grün et al
2012) andNanOx (Cunha et al 2017). In particular, if themeasured dose-mean lineal energy (d(y)) is convolved
with a biological response function (r(y)), wemay obtain the corresponding RBE as (Loncol et al 1994):

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ò=y r y d y dyRBE . 5

In that way, wemay calculate RBE fromdatabases of both in vitro and in vivo data for different biological
effects. It was validated first by Loncol et al (1994) for protons, high energy photons and neutrons, and later by
Coutrakon et al (1997) in PT. For example, the RBE10 can be calculated by using themodifiedMKMmodel that
includes the cell survival determined by the lineal quadratic (LQ)model. The LQmodelmay provide bothα and
β cell radio sensitivity parameters for the particular radiation quality employed.Hence, RBE10 is:

( )
( )b

a b a
=

- -

D
RBE

2

4 ln 0.1
6R

10
10,

2

D10,R is the dose required to obtain a 10%of cell survival for the specific cell line irradiated (with a radiation
quality of reference, e.g. x-ray). Likewiseα can be defined as a function of the lineal energy as:

( )a a
b

rp
=

r
y 7

d
0 2

*

α0 is the initial slope of the survival curve, ρ is the tissue density, rd is the radius of theMKMsub-cellular domain
(Hawkins 2003) and y* is the restricted dose-mean lineal energy.

To our knowledge, the only work in the literature on the use of silicon-based 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors
under clinical conditions is fromPrieto-Pena et al (2019a). The scarcity of publications is due to the fact
that the emerging energy threshold during clinicalmeasurements can be considerably higher than the
perceptible y values delivered in clinical beams. Dose average lineal energy values in proton beams range
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from1 to 2 keVμm−1. Considering the SV thicknesses (�20μm), the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio becomes a
challenge in those conditions.

We present thefirstmicrodosimetrymeasurements with low energy protonswith the improved second
generation of 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors (25μmdiameter, 20μmthickness) at clinical-equivalent fluence
rates.We used a proton cyclotron beam in theNational Accelerator Centre (CNA, Spain), which has started to be
used for radiobiology studies (Baratto-Roldán et al 2018, 2020). Additionally, we introduced both corrections
factors, first regarding a recent full CCE study (Barchiller-Perea et al 2020) of these second generation sensors
and, secondly performingMonte Carlo simulations for accurate tissue-equivalent correction for low energy
protons since it can vary at low energies (Agosteo et al 2010). Furthermore, we developed a low-noise readout
electronics to improve the S/Nratio in clinical scenarios.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. Silicon 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors
Thefirst silicon-based 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors were design andmanufactured by the IMB-CNM (CSIC),
Spain (Fleta et al 2015, Guardiola et al 2015a, 2015b, 2020), in 2013–2015. The second improved generation has
been recently performed on 4 inch silicon-on-insulator (SOI)wafers. The device silicon is 〈100〉, n-type doped
with phosphorus, with a nominal resistivity greater than 3.5 kΩ · cm and nominal thicknesses of (10±0.5)μm
and (20±0.5)μm.The base of themicrofabrication technical details can be found elsewhere (Esteban 2016,
Prieto-Pena 2019b). Several improvements have been performed in this second generation. One of themost
important oneswas the reduction of the overall thermal budget, especially of theOhmicN+ contact doping, in
order to obtain shallower and steeper dopant profiles, which had a significant impact in theCCE improvement
(Bachiller-Perea et al 2021). Figure 1 shows scanning electronmicroscope images of the top-view of second
generation 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors. Figure 1, left, displays the p- and- n electrodes. The p- type electrodes
have a 4μmdiameter and are surrounded by a n- type annulus of 3μmwidth. Each p-type electrode has
independent readout. A 2.6μmSiO2 and Si3N4 passivation layer is deposited over the surface. The diameter of
the SVused herein is 25μm, but they can bemanufactured down to 9μm.Although these 3D-cylindrical
microdetectors are distributed in a 11×11 arraywith pitches from25 to 200μm (figure 1, right), for the sake of
simplicity, in this workwe used only one SVwith a single readout channel while the others were grounded. Bias
voltage for full depletionwas 5V.

Figure 2 shows a representative I–V electrical characterization curve of somemicrodetectors for one of the
manufacturedwafers. Devices have leakage currents in the order of 100 pA/cell and capacitances of 80 fF/cell at
5V.

TheCCEof the devices has been studied bymeans of the ion beam induced charge (IBIC) technique for both
10 and 20μmthicknesses and 25μmdiameter. The IBIC studywas performedwithHe2+ions. CCE results are
independent of the charged particle used for the IBICmeasurements. The energy of theHe2+ionswas 5.0
MeV, depositing an energy in the SV of∼4.2MeV, (calculatedwith SRIMcode Ziegler et al 2010). This energy
was chosen in order to have an ion range (21.4μm) larger than the thickness of the detector to produce electron–
hole charge carriers all along the depth of the device. The bias voltage was set at 10V, the average ion fluxwas
∼5×107 s−1 cm−2, and the acquisition timewas∼30 min. Figure 3 shows the 3D-CEE distribution of the
20μmthick 3D-cylindricalmicrodetector. TheCCE ranges between 100%and 90% for radial distances up to

Figure 1. Left: SEM image of one second generation 3D-cylindricalmicrodetector (25μmdiameter, 20μmthickness). Right: SEM
image of a part of the front-face of themicrodetector arraywith the correspondingmetal strips.
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10.75μmfromthe center of these sensors, and it rapidly decays between10.75μmat thedetector edge. Further
detailsmay be found inBachiller-Perea et al (2021). ThepositiondependentCCE falls to zero in the boundaries of
the 3D-cylindrical volumebiasing the reconstructionof the energy imparted per event. Thus, a correction factor
was included in theMonteCarlo simulations below to take this effect into account (Prieto-Pena et al 2020).

2.2. Readout electronics
The electrical charge produced by a single proton event in silicon is typically of the order of 1–30 fC. Therefore, it
must be amplified to be able to register it correctly. This was done by a combination of charge preamplifier,
shaper, and amplifier electronics (Knoll 2010). The in-house electronics integrated those functions in a
35mm×170mmportable printed circuit board (PCB) powered by±12V. Figure 4 shows the set-up of the
single channel readout electronics created for increasing the S/N ratio. It consists of two PCBs: one houses the
3D-cylindricalmicrodetector and the charge preamplifier (figure 4, left), and the other includes the shaping and
amplification stages far away (10 cmdistance) to avoid irradiation damage (figure 4, right).

The charge preamplifier used anOPA657 amplifier, a device with a high-gain bandwidth, low-distortion,
voltage-feedback operational amplifierwith a low-voltage noise JFET-input stage offering a high dynamic range
amplifier suitable for the very low level signals that the detector provides. The shaper houses an inverter fixed
gain amplifier (HFA1112). After the inverter, a CREMATCR-200Gaussian shaping amplifier and aCREMAT
CR-210 baseline restorer followed by aHA-5002 current buffer amplifier are used to drive the output signal
(Prieto-Pena 2019b). The output was combinedwith a commercialmultichannel pulse height analyser
(MCA8000D) connected viaUSB to obtain and store the energy spectra.

Figure 2. I–V curves of three representative 3D-microdetectors.

Figure 3. Left: 3DCEEdistribution of the 20μmthick 3D-cylindricalmicrodetector. Right: cross-section of this CCE distribution.
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An energy threshold (low level discrimination (LLD)) is set to avoid the electronic noise in such away that
only signals above this threshold are counted. It has to be as lower as possible to be able to quantify low lineal
energy values. In our experiment, electronic noisemay come fromof pick-up noise fromubiquitous
electromagnetic radiation caused by external devices. To avoid it and thus optimizing the S/Nratio, electronics
were enclosed in two partial Faraday cages: the shaper was covered by a standard aluminum cage (figure 4, right),
while 3D-microdetectors were surrounded by gold-metallized frameswith an openwindow for the particle
entrance (figure 4, left). LLDwasfixed at (2.5±0.5) keV μm−1 to discard low energy counts from the radiation
background.

2.3. Experimental set-up
Irradiationswere performed in the cyclotron facility (Cyclone 18/9model) of theCNA. It has an external
beamline for interdisciplinary research purposes and accelerates protons and deuterons to 18 and 9MeV,
respectively. Although the energy of these beams is below the energy range used in clinical PT (up to 230MeV),
this study is acceptable asfirst approach since 18MeVproton beams arrive into the Bragg peak of nominal
energy-equivalent clinical beams. The Bragg peak curvewas sampled taking spectra in independent steps by
using tungsten foils from50 to 300μmthickness with 10% (> 50μm) and 15% (� 50μm) relative uncertainties
according to themanufacturer (GoodfellowCambridge Ltd,Huntingdon, England) at the exit-windowof the
external beamline, which results in different energies of the proton beamarriving to the sensor. The front-face of
themicrodetector SV (see figure 1)was placed in a perpendicular plane to the propagation direction of the
proton beam.

The 18MeV (0.14MeV experimental energy spread (σexp)) proton beam arrives horizontally to the
experimental roomvia the beam transport system, consisting of a variable graphite slit, an XYmagnetic steerer, a
quadrupole doublet and a quadrupole singlet. A twometer thick concrete wall, throughwhich a stainless steel
vacuumpipe transports the beam, separates the cyclotron bunker from the experimental room,where the beam
isfinally extracted into the air through the exit-window (Baratto-Roldán et al 2018). An unfocused beamwas
used, broadenedwith a 500μmthickAluminum scattering foil and 100μmofMylar. It yields an exit energy of
the proton beamof 14.49MeV (0.19MeVσexp). For the sake of clarification, the beamdiagnostics was developed
at the exit of the beamline bymeasuring the beam energy distributions and lateral profiles and comparing them
withMonte Carlo simulations. On the one hand, a set ofMonte Carlo simulationswere performed initializing
the beamas a point-like sourcewith aGaussian energy distribution. Afixed initial proton beam energy of
18MeVwas used, changing the initial standard deviation (σ) from0.18MeV (nominal value) to 0.10MeV in
steps of 10 keV.On the other hand,measurements were carried outwith a lithium-drifted silicon detector (L-
040-075-5, ORTEC,OakRidge, Tennessee, USA). Then, the best agreement betweenmeasured and simulated
energy spectra was obtainedwith aGaussian energy distributionwith amean value of 18.00±0.14MeV
(Baratto-Roldán et al 2020). Starting from this reference value, another simulationwith the additional foils
described abovewas performed andwe obtained aGaussian distributionwith amean value of 14.49±0.19
MeV. The proton beam stability and intensity were verified by an graphite Faraday cup coatedwith a ZnS(Ag)

Figure 4.Photograph of the experimental readout-electronics (35mm×170mm). The 3D-cylindricalmicrodetector was protected
with a kapton layer, which ismoved away during the irradiation tests. Connectors consist of 5Vpower supply, high voltage power
supply for the electronics (±12V), and connector for themulti-channel analyzer AmptekMCA8000D.
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scintillator, allowing us to see the beamposition andmeasure itsfluence. This Faraday cup is in vacuum, one
meter from the exit-window and is remotely controlled from the control room.

Once the extraction conditions are as desired, wemade use of variable slits that are located in the cyclotron
vault. The beam intensity was adjusted from theminimumobtainedwith the cyclotron source (a few tens of pA)
to the intensities that the detector canmeasurewithout damaging it. Thefinal beam fluxwasmeasured by
integrating the number of counts in the spectrum and dividing by the the front-face area of the 3D-
microdetector SV and acquisition time. The average fluence rates were around 3× 107 s−1 cm−2, which is of the
order ofmagnitude as the rates used in clinical scenarios.Measurements were carried out in air at room
temperature and at a distance of 24 cm from the detector front-face to the exit-window of the external beamline.
Spectrawere recorded at 7 depths along the Bragg curve by adding the tungsten foils progressively (see table 1).

2.4.MonteCarlo simulations
Simulationswere performedwith aGeant4-basedMonteCarlo (MC) code, namely theGATE (Sarrut et al 2014)
open-source, to crosscheck the pulse height spectrummeasurements. The irradiation configurations aswell as
themicrodetector described in sections 2.1 and 2.3were simulatedwith theGATE v8.1 version. The physics lists
and parameters recommended by theGATE collaboration for PT applications were used, namely the Binary
Cascade (BIC)model for the hadronic interactions adding theG4EmStandardPhysics_option3 to describe
electromagnetic interactions (Agostinelli et al 2003, Geant4Collaboration 2020). These optionswere included
with theQGSP_BIC_HP_EMYGATE-builder. Range cuts of 1mm, 1μm, and 0.5μmwere considered for all
the particles for theworld, SV, and passivation layer geometries respectively. The ionization potentials for water
and air were 78 eV and 85.7 eV respectively. It is worth noting that the densities of the SiO2 and Si3N4 passivation
layers (section 2.1)when they are deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor depositions processes have
average values of 2.3 g • cm−3 and 2.6 g • cm−3 respectively (Adams et al 1981, Gupta et al 1991). Thesewere the
values considered in the simulations.

The proton sourcewasmodeled as a general particle source regarding the beam features described above. A
Gaussian shape for the energy spectrumwas simulatedwith amean energy value of 14.49MeV and a standard
deviation of 0.19MeV. Several simulation sets were performedwith the respective tungsten foil thicknesses
displayed in table 1. The number of simulated primary protons was 5× 1011 in each set, which delivers an
average statistical uncertainty lower than 1%.The total energies deposited into the SV of the 3D-cylindrical
microdetector were recorded and consequently the lineal energy distributionswere calculated by dividing the
energies spectra by themean chord length (see equation (1)). Themean chord lengthwas equal to the final
manufactured SV thickness, namely 19.6μm, for irradiations that are perpendicular to the sensor surface, such
as the configuration studied herein. Simulations also took into account the energy resolution that is 12% full
width at halfmaximumat 660 keV (Prieto-Pena et al 2019a). Once the simulated energy spectra were obtained,
theywere treated to account for theCCEdependence on the entry point of the particle trajectory to the SV as
follows: a randomposition in a circle of 25μmradius centered in the SVwas assigned for each of the points.
Then, the CCE correction factor for each point was applied by using themeasuredCCE (Bachiller-Perea et al
2021) (see figure 3) as a function of distance to the center of the SV. Finally, the energy spectrawere
reconstructed and comparedwith experimental data. Afterwards, themicrodosimetry distributions were
assessed as described elsewhere (Kellerer 1985, Rossi andZaider 1996).

Table 1. From left to right: tungsten foil thicknesses placed at the exit-
windowof the external beamline and the correspondingWET. Simulated
mean values of the proton beam energies delivered by the cyclotron right
before the SV front-face (after the sensor passivation layer).

W foil

thickness (μm) WET (mm)
Mean energy at the SV

entrance (MeV)

0 0 13.5 (0.2σ)
50±8 0.40±0.08 12.0 (0.6σ)
100±16 0.79±0.13 10.3 (0.7σ)
150±24 1.2±0.2 8.4 (0.8σ)
200±20 1.6±0.2 6.1 (1.0σ)
250±28 1.9±0.3 3.1 (1.5σ)
300±30 2.2±0.4 1.9 (1.6σ)
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3. Results

Table 1 summarizes themean energy values of the proton beamwhen impinging on the SV entrance. These
valueswere also obtainedwith theMC simulations as it is described above. Table 1 also includes thewater
equivalent tissue (WET) thicknesses corresponding to eachW foil thickness.WET gives thewater thickness that
produces the same energy loss than that in theW foils. It was calculated as described in Zhang et al (2010):

· ( ) · ( ) ( )/ /r r= t S SWET . 8m w m w

Being t the tungsten foil thickness, and ρm, ρw, Sm, and Sw the tungsten andwater densities andmeanmass
stopping powers, respectively. Themean stopping powers were integrated over the total depth by interpolating
first the corresponding values for thickness steps of 12.5μm,which is the fourth part of thefirstW foil thickness
and forwhich the standard deviation of the corresponding stopping power ratios was below of 4%, and secondly
by integrating them in the total range. Themeanmass stopping power valueswere obtained from the PSTAR
database (Berger et al 1999).

The proton beam energy had aGaussian profile when arriving to the SV since the initial beam (14.49MeV
with 0.19MeVσexp)was characterizedwith that type of distribution (Baratto-Roldán et al 2018). As it is
expected, the thicker theW foil, the lower themean proton energy and thewider the energy spread.

Figure 5 shows the simulated percentage of depth dose curve (PDD) inwater for the initial 14.49MeV
(0.19MeVσexp)protonbeam.Regarding it, themeasurementpoints of the table 1 that correspond towater depths
are placed at thePDDentrance (1.2mm�WET), proximal distance (1.6mmWET), close to theBraggpeak
(1.9mmWET), anddistal edge (2.2mmWET), respectively.These points arehighlightedwith red crosses infigure 5.

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that since the foil positions are 22.7 cm away from the SV, these equivalent-
positions into the PDDare shifted deeper since the loss energy along the track in air is not negligible at those
proton low-energies.

Figure 6 shows the pulse height spectrameasured by a second generation 3D-cylindricalmicrodetector of
25μmdiameter and 19.6μmthickness as a function of theW foil thickness along the Bragg curve. The pulse
height spectra show the following features: (i) since themean proton beam energy decreases as the tungsten
thickness increases, a different pulse height spectrum is generated for each depth and consequently themost
probable lineal energy increases and the spectra shift to higher energies as we approach to the distal edge; (ii) the
spectra distributions are broader at low proton energies due to the straggling producedwhen protons cross the
W foils; and (iii) themain peak comesmainly from the central region of the SV and the low pulse-height events
(tail on the left of the spectra) are originated at the periphery of the detector, as it was explained in Bachiller-
Perea et al (2021).

Figure 7 shows the comparison between some of these experimental spectra and those simulated for a the
3D-cylindricalmicrodetector for the differentW foil thicknesses. The agreement between both experimental
and simulated data is remarkable. A small peak position shift was found between the original simulated energy
distributions and the ones calculated applying theCCE correction factors. This shift varies in value all along the

Figure 5. Simulated percentage of depth dose curve as the initial 14.49MeV (0.19MeVσexp) proton beam impinges on awater
phantom. Red crosses correspond to the experimental point positions.
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Bragg curve and is proportional to the energy deposited in the detector. This peak shift was also found in a
previouswork (Prieto-Pena et al 2020)with the first generation 3D-cylindricalmicrodetector, even though in
this version themean shift is smaller (4%) thanwith the previous generation ofmicrodetectors (6%).

Figure 8 shows a very good agreement considering the error bars between the experimental and simulated
frequencymean lineal energy, yF (see equation (2)), in silicon, for all theW foil thicknesses. The experimental yF
values in silicon cover from (5.7±0.9) to (8.5±0.4) keV μm−1 at the entrance, (10.9±0.5) keV μm−1 at the
proximal distance, to (18.7±0.8) keV μm−1 close to the Bragg peak and (27.4±2.3) keV μm−1 at the distal

Figure 6. Left: pulse height spectrameasured by second generation 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors as a function of theW foil thickness,
corresponding tomean proton beam energies of 13.5, 12, 10.3, 8.4, 6.1, 3.1, 1.9MeV respectively arriving at the front-face of the SV.
Right: Same spectra in a logarithmic scale to easier estimation of the fraction of events into an energy range of interest.

Figure 7.Experimental spectra (blue lines)measuredwith the 3D-cylindricalmicrodetector andMC simulations (red crosses) for
14.49MeVprotons crossing from0 to 200μmWfoils.
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edge. The relative differences with the respectiveMC simulationswere lower than 3%, except for the last point
that reached 10%. Itmay be due to two reasons:first, a possiblemisalignment between the front-face of the SV
microdetector and the propagation direction of the beam thatmight change themean chord length and thus the
moments of the probability distribution; secondly, while simulationswere performedwith afixedW thickness
for each point, the experimentalW thickness uncertainties were not insignificant (see table 1). ThisW thickness
difference between the current and simulated foilsmight have a high impact in the energy spectra and therefore
in the final yF evaluation.

Figure 9 shows the experimental and simulated yF inwater for the corresponding depths inWET (see
table 1). It is worth noting that the experimental yF inwater was calculated considering a constant correction
factor of tissue equivalence, namely (0.573±0.014), as studied by (Bradley 2000) for all the points. However,
according toAgosteo et al (2010), when themean proton beam energy is lower than 6.5MeV, the use of this
constant correction factor produces a disagreement with the experimental data as comparingwith silicon-based
microsensors andTEPCs. This is due to the fact that themeanmass stopping power ratio changes drastically at
low energies and consequently a variable correction factor ismore appropriate. In particular, for thesemean
proton energies (see table 1), the silicon-to-water stopping power ratio varies by up to a 12% (calculated from the
PSTARdatabase) (Berger et al 1999). In order to study this possible disagreement, we performed a set ofMC

Figure 8.Comparison of yF between the experimental data (blue) andMC simulations (red) in the silicon 3D-cylindrical
microdetector.

Figure 9.Comparison between themost probable lineal energies (yF ) inwater obtained by using a constantWET correction factor
(0.573±0.014) and those simulatedwith the SVwater-corrected.
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simulations to obtain themicrodosimetry spectra inwater for all the depths, which are represented by theMC
values displayed infigure 9, following themethodology detailed byMagrin (2018).

The experimental yF values inWET covered from (3.3±0.6) to (4.9±0.3) keV μm−1 at the entrance,
(6.2±0.4) keV μm−1 at the proximal distance, to (10.7±0.7) keV μm−1 close to the Bragg peak and
(15.6±1.7) keV μm−1 at the distal edge. Results shows that the yF values simulated in a SVwater-corrected
were up to 10%higher inmost of the points and 22%at the distal edge than those experimental using a constant
water correction factor of (0.573±0.014).

Infigure 10 the dose-averaged lineal energy (yD) distributions in silicon (see equation (4)) are depicted. Both
experimental and simulated yD values in silicon cover from6 to 9 keV μm−1 at the entrance, 11 keV μm−1 at the
proximal distance, to 20 keV μm−1 close to the Bragg peak and 36 keV μm−1 at the distal edge. The relative
differences with the respectiveMC simulationswere lower than 3% in all the cases except for the 100 and 250μm
Wfoils that rise up to 8%.

Finally, figure 11 shows themicrodosimetric distributions calculatedwith equation (3) using the energy
spectra above (figure 6). They are traditionally plotted as yd(y) versus the lineal energy.Microdosimetric
distributionswiden towards higher linear energy values when decreasing the proton beam energy. Figure 11 left,
shows that the yd(y) values at the entrance (1.2mm�WET) cover from4 to 12 keVμm−1. Figure 11 right,
shows that the yd(y) values at the proximal (1.6mmWET) cover from8 to 15 keV μm−1, close to the Bragg peak
(1.9mmWET) from14 to 26 keV μm−1, and at the distal edge (2.2.mmWET) they expand up to 60 keV μm−1.

Figure 10.Comparison between experimental and simulated dose-averaged lineal energy ( yD) in a silicon 3D-cylindrical
microdetector.

Figure 11.Experimentalmicrodosimetry spectra in a silicon 3D-cylindricalmicrodetector for different proton energies generated by
interposing tungsten foils from50 to 300μmthickness.
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4.Discussion

In early workswe used a 3Dmicrodetector configuration, namely ultra-thin 3D silicon detectors, for the first
microdosimetrymeasurements at a cyclotron proton beamline (Guardiola et al 2015c) and in a carbon clinical
center (Gómez et al 2016). However, thesefirst results led to suggest important technological and spatial
resolution improvements. Hence, we proposed a new architecture of radiation silicon-based detectors, called
3D-cylindrical (Guardiola et al 2015b, 2020).With our novel 3D-cylindrical architecture, we obtained a better
well-defined convex SV that contains the full charge collection, without charge sharing between adjacent
electrodes, and the highest spatial resolution so far by having a pixel-type configuration that allows for
independent readouts of each 3D-cylindricalmicrodetector. In this sense, for example, the Rosenfeld’s group
microdosimeters do not have amatrix ofmicrosensors withmultiplex channels of independent readouts, and
therefore their performances are limited in spatial resolution and cannot generate LET 2D-maps. Additionally,
in their works they have not included theCCE correction factor, which is a general problem for solid-state
structures. From the best of our knowledge, we have included for the first time theCCE factor in the
reconstruction of the imparted energy into the detector active volume. Each event pulse height is here
considered as the convolution of the actual energy deposition along the silicon detector with the effective CCE
map. It is worth noting that the construction of buried silicon structures formicrodosimetry using any
technique ofmicrofabricationwould yield similar effects on theCCEproblemswhenever the volumes
considered are in the range ofmicrometers.We explained the importance of this issue in Prieto-Pena et al
(2020). This 3D-cylindrical design also reduces the drifting distance and collection times of charge carriers
generated by the radiation due to itsmicrometer size comparedwith standard planar detectors (Pellegrini et al
2013). It providesmicro-SVwith sizes and shapes similar than those ofmammalian cells, whose diameters cover
from10 to 100μm.Additionally, themicrofabrication on SOIwafers allows us for removing the support wafer
to avoid potential backscattering or additional unwanted contributions to themeasurement of energy
deposition.We have studied the suitability of the second generation of improved 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors
assembledwith a customized readout electronic system. In particular, twomain characteristics have been
improved in the device presented here: its CCE and the S/Nratio (SNR).

Regarding theCCE, in the first generation an improvable CCEwas reported and its impact over the
microdosimetric spectra was discussed in Prieto-Pena et al (2020). Partially depleted SV can be due to the silicon
3D-cylindrical structure because of the intrinsic technological limits in themicroelectronicsmanufacturing
processes. Itmight lead to recombination of the ionization charge and therefore partial charge collection in the
output signal. A limitedCCE rises discrepancies between experimental and simulated data due to the reduced
collected charge into de SVwith respect to the full ideal collection in theMC simulations. However, in the
second generation, the CCEhas considerably improved due to themicrofabrication enhancements,mainly the
reduction of the thermal budget of theN+Ohmic contacts, leading to shallower and steeper dopant profile. The
CCE ranged between 100%and 90% for radial distances up to 10.75μmfrom the center of the device, and it
rapidly decays between 10.75μmand the detector edge, consequence of a steeper dopant profile. A relative active
volume of (96.2±0.6)%with respect to the nominal designwas obtained thanks to the shallowerOhmic
regions. It is a considerable enhancementwith respect to the first generationwhere the active volumewas 56%
(Fleta et al 2015).When computing the lineal energy, CCE variations in the SV can be translated to effective
reduced chord length, thus to amodified probability density function of the effective chord length. It had a direct
impact in the accuracy of reconstruction ofmicrodosimetric spectra thatwere seriously compromised before in
the low lineal energy region due to the lowCCE at the SV periphery (Prieto-Pena et al 2020). In thefirst
generation, the experimental pulse height distributions showed a relevant tail in the low-energy region of the
spectra due to the partial CCE in the sensor periphery, which does not appear in the second generation. Another
effect of the increase in the relative active volumewith respect to the nominal design is that the peak shift
observed between the original and theCCE-corrected energy deposition spectra is reduced compared to the
previous generation ofmicrodetectors (shift from4% to 6%). In spite of this, themicrodetector response is
independent of the proton beam energy, at least in the range covered here, as the excellent agreementwith the
simulations shows.Nevertheless, in order to obtain tissue equivalentmicrodosimetry spectra, it is necessary to
integrate awater-to-silicon correction factor that is energy dependent at low energies. Itmay be particularly
critical to the correct RBE evaluation in clinical scenarios where low energy beams fall into the distal edge.
Although protons are low-LET particles, their LET sharply increases at the end of their range, as it is shown in
figure 10.

Regarding the SNR, since it is rather inversely proportional to the square root of the total capacitance, we
used a 3D configurationwhose capacitance is two orders ofmagnitude lower than a traditional planar
configuration and ismore favorable for SV thicknesses lower than 50μm (Pellegrini et al 2013). Additionally, an
in-house lownoise readout-electronics allowed us to have negligible contributions and tofix the LLD at
(2.5±0.5) keV μm−1 in silicon, which is approximately equivalent to (1.4±0.3) keV μm−1 inWET. This
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makes our device feasible for proton beammicrodosimetrymeasurements whose lineal energy values for proton
beams starts from1 to 2 keV μm−1.Measurements were performedwith average therapeutic-equivalent fluence
rates of around 3× 107 s−1 cm−2 and neither pile-ups nor saturation effects were found.

Dose-mean lineal energy (yD) in silicon ranged from6 to 9 keV μm−1 in the entrance, 11 keV μm−1 in the
proximal distance, to 20 keV μm−1 close to theBraggpeak and36 keV μm−1 in the distal edge. The relative
differenceswith the respectiveMCsimulationswere lower than3% in all the cases except for the 100 and 250μm
Wfoils that rise up to 8%.This differencemaybedue to twopossible uncertainties: either theW thickness
uncertainty or amisalignment of the SV.On the one hand, theW thickness uncertaintieswere 10%and 15% (for
foilswith thickness>50μmand�50μmrespectively). Sinceweused combinations of differentW foil thicknesses,
theuncertainty reached relative high values as it is shown in table 1. By contrast, simulationswere performedwith a
fixedWthickness for each point. This difference between the simulated and real geometry of those foilsmight have
a high impact in the energy spectra and therefore in thefinal yD evaluation. The experimental datawere restricted
to fewpoints due to the limitedW foil thicknesses. This issuewill befigure outwith a newWETphantomwith a
micrometer stepper thatwehavemanufactured for incoming tests.On theother hand, a possiblemisalignment
between the front-face of the SVmicrodetector and thepropagation directionof the beam thatmight change the
mean chord length and thus themoments of the probability distribution. This issuewill beminimize byplacing the
set-upona tailoredmechanical frameonamicrometer stepper.

Since the referencematerial inPT for dosimetry is thewater, itwas consideredherein as theWET instead of
tissue-equivalent, whichwas the traditionalmaterial used inmicrodosimetry due to the extendeduse of TEPCs.
Wecompared the yF inWETgenerated from those obtained in siliconbyusing both variable and average constant
(0.573±0.014) correction factors. Results showed that a variableWETcorrection factormust be considered at
lowproton beamenergies since the use of a single scaling factor at thedistal edgeproduce disagreements from10%
to 22%. It has to be carefully studied in clinical beams, e.g. SOBPwith proton energies above 100MeV,where there
aremixed spectralfluencies and low energy contributions thatmaymake an impact in thefinal d(y) calculation.

Additionally, results show the good performance of the 18MeVproton external beamline at CNA for
microdosimetry applications and further radiobiology studies.

5. Conclusions

Wecarriedout thefirstmicrodosimetricmeasurementswith lowenergy protonbeamswith an improved3D-
cylindrical silicon-basedmicrodetector.The secondgenerationof 3D-cylindricalmicrodetectors have shownabetter
S/Nratio andCCE than thefirst one.Additionally,measurements at various depths along theBragg curve of a 18
MeVcyclotronprotonbeamlinewereperformedat therapeutic-equivalentfluence rates (around3×107 s−1 cm−2)
without pile-up and saturation effects.Microdosimetry spectrawere obtained and crosscheckedwithMonteCarlo
simulationsfinding an excellent agreement.

This work consolidates the capability of the new 3D-cylindrical architecture asmicrodosimeters to
characterize proton beamswith therapeutic-equivalent protonfluence rates. Therefore, these devices can be
used in PT and allow for further RBE calculations as well as commissioning under clinical conditions.
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